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You can RSVP on the Facebook meeting page, https://goo.gl/Pake5s
How to download your Facebook data
What exactly does Facebook know about you based on your profile?
Read more here
https://www.macworld.com/article/3265696/software-social/how-to-download-your-facebookdata.html
With all the news about Facebook recently, you might be wondering, what exactly does Facebook
know about me from my profile? Sure, you can peruse your profile online, but that doesn’t tell the
whole story. One way to see what Facebook has on you is to download your Facebook data.
The ability to download your Facebook data isn’t really new, but not many users know that you
can do it. It only takes a few minutes; how long depends on how big your data files are. Here are
the steps to download your Facebook data.
Facebook, Privacy, and You: The Ultimate Guide
Don't trust Facebook but have to use it? Here's how to keep your information — and that of your
friends — safe and sound.
Read more here
https://www.imore.com/facebook-privacy-guide
Facebook is a behemoth of information. It's the company's business model (predicated on
advertising and third-party integrations), and it's not stopping anytime soon.
If you object to your data being used in this manner, you can always delete Facebook, but for
many people that's not a realistic path — Facebook and its Single Sign-On controls are so
integrated into people's lives at this point that it's nigh-impossible for some to extricate from the
platform.
Instead, consider using Facebook's built-in privacy controls and settings to control your sharing —
and give away only the information that you want to have out on the web.
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spot fake social media posts & photos before sharing
download a copy of your Facebook data
lie to Facebook
adjust your privacy settings on Facebook
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stop Facebook from tracking your location
stop Facebook from accessing your microphone
keep Instagram from scraping your data
restrict data collection for third-party apps
prevent friends' apps from getting your data
opt out of Facebook's data brokers
remove your Facebook data without deleting your account
lock down social media for your kids

